Abstract. In this survey we l o o k a t t wo classes of reengineering, of software systems and of organizations. The latter is known as business reengineering. The purpose of reengineering is to improve the structure of a software system or organization by use of an engineering approach. Part of the survey is therefore a listing of engineering principles. An important principle is that there be well planned processes | we de ne a process for reengineering. We put particular emphasis on the reengineering of organizations that develop software. Our main purpose is to de ne a business reengineering process that is to introduce the Capability Maturity Model of the Software Engineering Institute into a software organization.
Introduction
The word reengineering is composed of two parts: re-and -engineering. It means that something is to be done again, and that engineering principles are to be followed in this task. Reengineering arises in two contexts. In software engineering it is the giving of a new representation to an existing software system that in some way improves or standardizes the existing system. This is software reengineering SRE. In a broader sense reengineering is the reorganization of an entire enterprise. This latter form is generally referred to as business process reengineering or simply as business reengineering BRE. We h a ve a n i n terest in BRE here because the processes that are the result of BRE tend to be supported by software. Moreover, software developing organizations, to be called just software organizations in what follows, must themselves follow sound engineering principles, and have to be reengineered if they do not. This is what makes BRE highly relevant in the software and knowledge engineering contexts.
We shall take a uniform approach to reengineering, both SRE and BRE, by putting emphasis on processes. A process is a structured set of tasks, performed to achieve an objective. Most commonly the objective is to add value: manufacturing processes convert raw materials into more valuable products, the software development process converts requirements into a software system that represents value to a client, a business process contributes to the pro tability of an enterprise. Sometimes the added value is hidden. For example, if in the performance of risk analysis a decision is made to discontinue a project, the cost of the project to this point i s v alue lost. However, if the project were permitted to continue, losses would be much higher, and the avoidance of these losses is the value added by risk analysis. Under reengineering, the value adding potential of every task in a process is to be examined, and tasks that do not support the value-generating objective of a process or of an enterprise as a whole should be eliminated. In software such tasks represent features that are costly to implement and are of little interest to a client.
BRE is to result in the de nition of an enterprise as a set of processes, but a process structure may h a ve to be the result of SRE as well, and reengineering itself is to follow a w ell-de ned process. We t h us have four processes to consider. First, there is the process that reorganizes an enterprise, where our interest is in enterprises that develop software. This is BRE. Second, there are the processes that de ne the enterprise. In particular, as regards software, there is a software development process, which is generally called the software process. Third, the purpose of the software process is to develop software systems that may take the form of processes. These we call product processes. Fourth, a product process may h a ve to be reengineered | this is done by the SRE process.
This survey is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the engineering principles that should be followed by a software organization. In Section 3 SRE is reviewed, and in Section 4 we look at a BRE process. Section 5 presents an outline of a process for introducing the concepts of the Capability Maturity Model CMM of the Software Engineering Institute 1 into a software organization. Section 6 contains bibliographic pointers, including references to some specialized instances of SRE.
Engineering principles
We de ne engineering practice in terms of 12 principles that are discussed in greater detail in 2 . Reengineering of a software organization should aim at introducing these principles into the organization. The principles constitute a very general statement of what engineers do. If software and knowledge engineering are to become fully accepted by the rest of the engineering community, the practitioners of software and knowledge engineering should follow these principles. The principles are consistent with the capabilities that CMM recognizes as supportive of the development of high quality software.
Principle 1: Engineering development follows a plan in accordance with requirements, which m a y be functional or non-functional. The requirements must be veri able, i.e., they must be stated in quantitative terms.
Principle 2: Requirements are ranked according to cost-e ectiveness, and the development plan provides for their incremental implementation. Requirements are often contradictory. F or example, a high reliability requirement is in con ict with a low cost requirement. It is therefore essential to develop quantitative estimates of trade-o s between requirements.
Principle 3: Standards are used where available and applicable, with every departure from applicable standards explicitly justi ed. Standards were established to allow engineered objects or their parts to be readily interchanged, thus reducing maintenance costs. Also, the initial cost of an object is reduced if the object can be constructed from standard parts. As a rule of thumb, standardization should be limited to terminology, o r t o e n tities that can be patented or copyrighted. As an example, our terminology will be kept standard" by following as closely as possible the reengineering terminology of 3 .
Principle 4: Future changes are anticipated, and engineering design minimizes the cost of modi cations. The design of a software system should have a modular structure that allows easy modi cation.
Principle 5: Fault-and failure-tolerance are built into engineering designs. Not all conditions can be anticipated. Engineers try to minimize the e ects of unexpected conditions by fault-tolerant and failure-tolerant design.
Principle 6: Findings of mathematics and the sciences are applied in the solution of engineering problems. In software engineering this can be the use of formal methods and of statistical reliability estimation techniques. In knowledge engineering it can be the use of fuzzy logic and of rough sets.
Principle 7: E cient techniques are used to scale up size or production. Engineering often starts with a model, such as a scaled-down version of the target object, e.g., a laboratory model of a chemical plant, or a prototype, which i s a full-scale version of a product to be manufactured.
Principle 8: Quality control techniques are used to maintain quality at predetermined levels. An engineering ideal is to produce objects with zero faults, i.e., objects that fully conform to requirements, both functional and non-functional. This goal may not be cost-e ective. Instead, statistical quality control and reliability engineering are used to impose strict control on quality levels.
Principle 9: Tools are used to improve productivity. The nature of tools in engineering has changed dramatically over the past twenty y ears with the introduction of computer-based tools, but as yet no tool has replaced human creativity.
Principle 10: Contributors from many disciplines participate in engineering tasks. Engineering practice is not individual-oriented. However, engineers accept full individual responsibility for the consequences of their actions or their failure to act.
Principle 11: E ective engineering management is based on a collection of skills acquired by an extensive process of learning. Because of the cooperative nature of engineering, not every engineer has to become a manager, but every engineer should have an appreciation of the nature of engineering management. Cost and risk estimation, the matching up of design tasks with personnel, constant monitoring of the progress of a project, and the timely identi cation of problems require a good grasp of management principles and people skills, and broad knowledge of the technical aspects of engineering.
Principle 12: Technological adventure is good engineering, provided the aim is to add to engineering knowledge. When a technology for an area has not yet been developed, engineers are not afraid to move ahead, and in so doing develop the technology. Many areas of software and knowledge engineering are still in a technological adventure stage.
Software reengineering
No matter what software process is used to develop a software system, four activities are common to all. First, objectives are stated. These may b e v ery general business goals, e.g., improvement of customer satisfaction, or fairly narrow technical aims, e.g., greater use of embedded software in a line of products. This activity justi es the development of a software system, but is not strictly part of a software process. Second, a set of requirements is developed. The requirements describe a software system that is to assist in achieving the objectives. The formulation of requirements is part of any software process, but there can be major di erences in what this activity is to include. Sometimes the requirements are expressed as a formal speci cation. The third stage is software design, in which the requirements are made more precise and more explicit. For many applications the requirements de ne a process, e.g., a work ow system in a business environment. Under software reengineering such a process may h a ve t o b e redesigned, or several processes merged into a single process. At the design stage there has to be a full understanding of how the functionality of a system is to be distributed between people, software, and machines. Fourth, the software components of the total system become implemented. Of course, veri cation and validation have t o b e a n i n tegral part of the entire software process.
The boundaries between the phases are by no means rm. For example, software design can be distributed throughout the software process. The process is then essentially the re nement of design. We recommend that modularization of the system, which is part of design, begin with requirements because a partitioning of requirements statements into modular groups gives structure to the requirements document. Also, early modularization allows more reliable cost and schedule estimation, which in turn allows an early decision of whether a project should be continued as planned.
The four steps of objectives, requirements, design, and implementation dene a forward engineering process. Reverse engineering tries to recover the design from an implementation, requirements from design, perhaps even objectives from requirements. Reverse engineering is essentially an attempt to improve understanding | generally an implementation is harder to understand than requirements, and the easiest to understand are the objectives.
An example is an algorithm that determines when and for how long manufacturing runs should be scheduled to keep inventory at a desired level. Suppose that lately inventory requirements have been underestimated, so that the algorithm needs to be adjusted. Suppose further that the code is the only documentation there is. To carry out this maintenance task, the algorithm has to be recovered from the code, i.e., we are to derive the design from the implementation, and this is reverse engineering. After the algorithm has been modi ed, it has to be reimplemented in a forward engineering step.
The simplest class of software reengineering is at the implementation level. It can take t wo forms. In the simpler form, which i s v ariously called code restructuring or source-to-source transformation, one implementation is changed into another, and both implementations are in the same programming language.
We shall use the term code-to-code transformation. The second form involves a change of language, e.g., an existing program has to be translated into Java. This we call code-to-code translation. T ranslation even between similar languages can be more complicated than expected, as has been seen in C to C++ translation 4 . Some indication of the ease or di culty of it can be obtained by comparing the ratios of the number of source statements in a program to a count of its function points. Since code-to-code translation does not change program complexity as measured in terms of function points, the ratios give some indication of language complexity.
Our interest in reengineering relates to the two cases shown in Figure 1 . In both cases we h a ve an existing system subscripts 1, and a changed system subscripts 2. The drawing on the left depicts what we call SRE driven by objectives. Objectives for a software system may c hange because the environments in which software systems operate tend to change, sometimes quite dramatically. If the software system has not been well designed, then the implementation o f changes necessitated by c hanges in objectives cannot be carried out unless the design is improved. In both diagrams upward arrows indicate reverse engineering, downward arrows forward engineering, and arrows that go from left to right suggest reuse potential. If there is a change of objectives, the system undergoes radical change, but there is possibility of reuse of some components of the existing system. Unless the existing system has been well documented, and been subject to e ective con guration management, reverse engineering is needed to establish what can be reused. Here we h a ve an instance of maintenance, but of a form that Basili 6 interprets as reuse-oriented new development.
Another reason for software reengineering is fault removal, and the drawing on the right in Figure 1 relates to it. If a software system is not well designed, then, on detection of a failure, the determination in the software of the fault responsible for the failure can be very di cult, and it is even more di cult to remove the fault without introducing new faults. This provides an economical justi cation for the redesign of a software system. Not only will the present fault be easier to detect and remove, future fault removal will also be easier. Reengineering in anticipation of future needs is known as preventive maintenance. Many companies carried out extensive preventive maintenance as part of their Y2K activities, and the bene ts derived from this have in most cases outweighed the costs of Y2K compliance. Here we h a ve a reverse engineering step that recovers design from implementation, the modular structure of the system is improved, i.e., it is redesigned, and the new design is transformed into code, with some reuse of the old code.
A special case of software reengineering arises with the merging of companies. Until the merger, the companies have probably followed di erent procedures, e.g., for payroll and for order ful llment, and their data base schemas and user interfaces are likely to be quite di erent. Three approaches can be followed. First, one of the systems is selected as the standard, and the user community o f the other system is required to adapt itself to this standard. Second, a system structure is selected that consists of the best features of the two systems, and reengineering adapts one of the systems so that it corresponds to this ideal. Third, a totally new design is de ned. This, however, is closer to BRE that to the more limited software reengineering.
Whichever of the three approaches is taken, the data bases of the two companies have to be merged. and this is where trouble starts. Data base merging requires data base schema integration, which is a di cult problem. As a result, merger of data bases may still not have taken place years after the merger of the companies, which means that the new company continues to use two sets of programs to refer to the data bases. This easily leads to degradation of data quality, and overall ine cient operation. It is therefore essential to understand early in merger negotiations that sizable resources will be needed for software integration.
Reverse engineering has been surveyed in 7 , and the entire SRE process in 8 . To this we add a selection of later work. Gall et al. 9 use domain models to assist in the transformation of a conventional system into an object-oriented system. Recovery of design of distributed systems is discussed in 10 . The reuse aspect of SRE is considered in 11 . For an experience report on a major reengineering project see 12 . One of the lessons learned in this project was that reengineering tools do not take care of themselves; there has to be a dedicated toolsmith" in charge of them. A critical attitude to reverse engineering is taken in 13 | not only is its cost-e ectiveness being questioned, but also the practicability of reengineering tools and whether the organization that carries out the SRE e ort is mature enough to really improve the structure of a system. Sneed 14 outlines a technique for estimating the cost-e ectiveness of SRE projects.
A business reengineering process
Business reengineering has often been misunderstood. Unfortunately this has resulted is a somewhat negative image of BRE. Some managers have equated BRE with vigorous downsizing, i.e., reduction of personnel, even the most essential personnel. Some consultants have created chaos by ripping apart business processes that were performing perfectly. After the consultants had completed their destructive w ork, and tight labor markets in the United States made it impossible to re-hire badly needed key personnel, blame for the disaster was put on BRE. BRE is neither downsizing nor indiscriminate reorganization. It has precisely one aim: to de ne an enterprise in terms of a set of processes, and to de ne each process as a set of tasks, such that each task adds value. Software and knowledge engineers who de ne software support for these processes must keep the valueadded aspect constantly in mind, realizing that intangibles, such as sta and customer satisfaction also add value. Now, the replacement of ine cient manual or semi-automated procedures by a w ell-de ned software-driven process can result in personnel redundancy, particularly at the middle management level, but recognition that there is value in sta satisfaction will often lead to reassignment of sta within the organization instead of termination | since BRE, properly applied, should stimulate business growth, the personnel may b e o f m uch use elsewhere in the organization.
We h a ve a special reason for being interested in BRE: a software organization is a business, and it should be reengineered if it is not already based on well-de ned processes, where each process has a value-adding function. In 2 we de ne a 16-step BRE process. In our context the purpose of such a process is to improve the software development capability of a software organization in accordance with the engineering principles of Section 2. Here we h a ve drastically compressed the BRE process of 2 , and have adapted it to suit the specialized needs of a software organization. A software organization is to be de ned by six processes, which w e discuss in Section 5, and our compressed BRE process is to introduce these six processes into the organization. The BRE process itself has ve steps, as follows. Management structure. A special BRE manager should be designated. The function of the manager is to see that the BRE process progresses smoothly. In other businesses special reengineering teams have to be established. Since software developers have a familiarity with processes, the entire software organization participates in the BRE e ort. Speci c role assignments will, however, be necessary from time to time.
Education. E v erybody in the company is to become acquainted with the aims of the BRE process. As reengineering progresses, specialized education relating to the processes that are being created has to be provided. A continuing training program is one of the processes of Section 5. Training can be general or very speci c. An example of the latter is a course on color theory for developers of user interfaces.
Process speci cation. The six processes of Section 5 are to be de ned in detail. Each process is to be partitioned into tasks, and a timeframe established for the introduction of each task. A particular concern is the creation of a software process data base of measurements relating to the software process.
Cost-bene t analysis. The purpose of this step is to de ne priorities for the tasks of the processes. Normally several alternative designs would have been developed for each process, and evaluation of competing designs would be a major part of this step. By basing our processes on the CMM, we h a ve restricted ourselves to a single design.
Infrastructure de nition. This step deals with support facilities, especially software tools. The tools are to assist in software development, software maintenance, documentation, and cooperative w ork. Specialized tools for the gathering of process measurements should be acquired or developed.
Toward capability maturity
The biggest impact on the quality of software and the cost and schedule of its development results from the adoption of a detailed and well-de ned software process, such a s a d v ocated by the Software Engineering Institute by means of its CMM. Capabilities of the CMM are organized as 18 Key Process Areas KPAs, distributed over four levels Levels 2 through 5. Very few organizations have reached Level 5, and not even Level 2 has been reached by v ery many organizations. We n o w de ne six processes as the target of the BRE process of Section 4. Two major processes relate to software products and the software process | they are, respectively, Project Management and Process Management. Four additional processes deal with quality control, training, infrastructure and technological change, and external interactions.
Each of the processes relates to some KPAs. The correspondences are not exact in that the activities associated with a particular KPA m a y be allocated to several processes during the Process Speci cation phase of the BRE process, but the overall structure de nes a disciplined incremental introduction of CMM into a software organization. In the listing below the CMM level is given in parentheses for each K P A assigned to a process. Note that we h a ve added contract negotiations to our model. The failure of many software projects has been due to too optimistic an attitude by management. Projects have been started without a proper estimation of their likelihood of success. Contract negotiations should be based on thorough risk analysis Activity 10 of the Level 3 KPA o f I n tegrated Software Management. The most in uential books on BRE were by Chompy and Hammer 26 and by Davenport 27 , where the latter expresses the more moderate view; 2 deals with software support of BRE, and can be consulted for further references on BRE. Work ows provide a way of modeling processes | see 28, 29 . 
